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Need for information exchange

o Research on rare diseases
– Even a major hospital may see only a case or two
– Sufficient expertise does not exist in any single place

o Epidemiological studies
– Contagiousness, spread, mortality initially impossible to

determine locally
– Case: A H1N1

o Mobility
– Patients and doctors move across national borders







@neurIST is focussed on cerebral aneurysms and intends to
provide an integrated decision support system to assess the
risk of aneurysm rupture in patients and to optimize their
treatments.

@neurIST believes that the current process of cerebral
aneurysm diagnosis, treatment planning and treatment
development is highly compromised by the fragmentation of
relevant data.

@neurIST presents a new paradigm to understand and
manage cerebral aneurysms. A complete IT infrastructure
will be developed for the management and processing of the
vast amount of heterogeneous data acquired during
diagnosis.

@neurIST also adds genetic data (from blood and tissue)





Cases: KnowARC



Risk mitigation

o Support from multiple sources
– NDGF, NorduGrid, KnowARC,...

o Multi-discipline production use since 2001
o Light-weight, non-intrusive, standards- and

component-based Grid middleware
– Maximise future platform choises



MedTing – arcGIFT integration

o MedTing – social web platform for medical image
sharing

o GIFT – GNU Image Finding for content-based
image retrieval (visual similarity-based)

o Integration using HED
(Hosting Environment
Daemon) as web
service interface



Due diligence supporting ARC

o Requirements
– More advanced functionality than just cycle scavenging
– Legal and regulatory constraints

• No uncertified changes to underlying IT infrastructure -> need to
run on “anything”

– “Zero additional load” for IT support
• Developer automates, users monitor

o Interoperability
– Allow integrating heterogeneous resources

o Knowledge available in-house
– KnowARC project



Cases: KnowARC @ Unige

o Research problem
– What earlier case does the patient image (x-ray, MRI, CT,

photograph) resemble?

o Constraints
– Patient information can’t leave the hospital
– Underlying heterogeneous IT-infrastructure cannot be changed and IT

department can’t accept new responsibilities

o Solution
– Virtualised and automated ARC installation analysing images on

case reports (Internet, collaborating hospitals)
– Search index stored only in authorised organisations’ premises



Common themes in both cases

o New and partly unclear legal issues in addition
to technology development

o Strategies to minimize technology risk
– e.g. minimize risk to privacy through PET, privacy

enhancing technology
– at the same time: facilitating exchange of information is for

the benefit of medical science and helps patients
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Ethical and legal questions



        Ethical and legal issues

- Laws and guidelines

- Informed consent to data use

- Privacy and degrees of anonymity
  (personal or not identifiable data)

- Hot topics (a global/European data
  protection, ongoing debate: working
  groups…)



GuidelinesGuidelines……



National National databasesdatabases



Laws Iceland, Estonia, Sweden

Position papers of Biobanks: Canada 2003,
national committees France 2003, Germany 2004

Human biological material: 
USA 1999, UK MRC 2001

Supranational Genetic data: UNESCO 2003
recommendations Genetic databases:WHO 2001

DNA sampling: HUGO 1998 
Biolog. material: COE 2006.  

Professional DNA sampling: ASHG, EuSHG
organisations Tissue: Pathologists (US, UK)

Regulation genetic databases



Data protection laws/recommendations

Europe
 RECOMMENDATION No. R (97) OF THE

COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS TO MEMBER
STATES ON THE PROTECTION OF
MEDICAL DATA

 DIRECTIVE 95/46/EC OF THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 24
October 1995
on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data



Data protection laws of different countries

 Problem: are data protection laws of different
countries compatible?

 In general: when data are transferred to another
country, the data protection must be at least of the
same level as in the country where the data have
been collected.

 @neurIST: used the highest standards, i.e. from the
country that had the strictest legal requirements



Biobank: Tissue AND data
Should be distinguished:

 The storage of the tissue samples
 The storage of the data linked to the

samples/obtained from the samples
– Information concerning the donor of the material:

demographic characteristics, type of the disease,
outcome of the disease, treatment etc.

– DNA = information  Genetic database

Definition “biobank” (genetic database)



Consent



Consent to the collection and use of data

Rules:
o If research/use of information is carried out with

identifiable information, the informed consent of the
patient/person is needed.

o If research/use of information is carried out with
nonidentifiable information, in principle a right to “opt
out” (say “no”) should exist.

o Problem of identifiablity through cross-linking of
different databases.



Consent to the collection and use of data

Risks:
o Patients must be informed about the risks they

take when agreeing to their information being
transferred and shared across countries.

o How can risks be defined? According to risks of
e-banking etc.?

o How secure are the protections (PET)?



– The doctrine of informed consent is fundamental in classical
health research ethics (Nuremberg, Helsinki etc.).

– Consent to “future research projects on data” is not informed,
because the details of the future project are not known.

Database use and informed consent

A major problem of prospective
databases is related to the issue of
informed consent:



Informed consent,  a burden ?



Anonymisation:

A solution to escape the burden of
informed consent ?

If narrow informed consent is maintained…



Anonymisation

o Declaration of Helsinki:

Research on non-identifiable human material or non-
identifiable data is NOT medical research involving
human subjects.

 No obligation to obtain informed consent.

 No obligation to obtain approval of the protocol from a research ethics
committee (REC).



Non-identifiable  =

Biobanks: anonymisation

?



Anonymisation andAnonymisation and
confidentialityconfidentiality……



Genetic data and confidentiality

The database plan was controver-
sial in Iceland: more than 20,000
people actively opted out of it.

NATURE|VOL 429|13 MAY 2004|www.nature.com/nature

Iceland’s supreme court has
ruled that the transfer of a
dead patient’s health data to a
proposed genetic database
would infringe the privacy
rights of the man’s descen-
dants.

The ruling has been interpreted to
mean that the 1998 law governing
the creation of the database is
unconstitutional because it fails to
protect personal privacy adequa-
tely.



The guidelines “are a bit

insufficient” says Nishijima.

… they leave too much to

the discretion of review

committees...

Genetic data and confidentiality



 Why is confidentiality important ?
– The risks of a research/banking project in which

DATA are used are for the person (whose data are
used) principally related to a lack of confidentiality:
• Discrimination (loss of insurance, employment etc.)
• Stigmatisation

– Protection of confidentiality
• Laws - violation of confidentiality is punishable (Art. 321 Swiss CP)
• Laws - genetic discrimination is forbidden (Swiss Law LAGH)
• Anonymisation

Confidentiality



– Terms related to different degrees of
« anonymisation »  in various
guidelines relevant to research
involving data vary widely.

« Anonymisation »



AnonymousAnonymous
AnonymisedAnonymised
AnonymouslyAnonymously  codedcoded
UnidentifiedUnidentified
De-De-identifiedidentified
De-De-linkedlinked
PePerrmanentlymanently de- de-linkedlinked
IrreversiblementIrreversiblement  anonymiséanonymisé
Not traceableNot traceable
Irretrievably unlinked to anIrretrievably unlinked to an
identifiable person identifiable person (UNESCO)(UNESCO)
Completely Completely anonymisedanonymised
Unlinked Unlinked anonymisedanonymised
TraceableTraceable
RéversiblementRéversiblement  anonymiséanonymisé
CodedCoded

Identifiably linkedIdentifiably linked
PseudonomisedPseudonomised
UnlinkedUnlinked
Unlinked to an Unlinked to an identifiidentifi--
able person able person (UNESCO)(UNESCO)
EncodedEncoded
EncryptedEncrypted
Identified (NBAC)Identified (NBAC)
NominativeNominative
Directly identified (Clay-Directly identified (Clay-
ton et al 1995)ton et al 1995)
Fully identifiableFully identifiable
Confidential Confidential (NHS Con-(NHS Con-
fidentialityfidentiality Strategy) Strategy)
Linked to an identifiableLinked to an identifiable
person (UNESCO)person (UNESCO)
IdentifiableIdentifiable
Personal dataPersonal data

TermsTerms  usedused (data or  (data or samplessamples))



 A tower of Babel:
– A multitude of different terms. Almost for each

guideline, a separate terminology is used (although
there are some “traditions”: UK terminology has
been used in the European guidelines)

– The same term is used with a different meaning:
Caution: “anonymised” and “coded” !

Terminology: « anonymisation »



 Terminology: “anonymisation”

European guidelines (Council of Europe)

 Anonymous

 Unlinked anonymised (Irréversiblement anonymisé)

 Linked anonymised (Réversiblement anonymisé)

 Coded

 Identified (name, address…)



Terminology: “anonymisation”

 Anonymous: data that cannot be linked
to a person (difference between
anonymous and anonymised not always
made)



 Anonymised: patient record (e.g. name,
address, type of tumor, received treatment,
donor’s age etc.), but all information that
would permit the identification of the
donor/patient is stripped…

– Irreversibly (unlinked)

– Reversibly (linked): identification is possible via a
code (pseudonym), but researchers/users of the
data don’t have access to the code

Terminology: « anonymisation »



 Coded: = linked (reversibly) anonymised,
but difference: 
researchers/users have access to the code.

 Identified: the information that permits
the identification (name, address etc.) is
directly associated with the dataset.



Caution: “anonymised” and “coded”
are used with different meanings

  Anonymised  Coded

ONLY
unlinked

(irreversibly)
anonymised

       (USA)

Linked (reversibly)
anonymised

(a link exists, but the researcher
     does not have access)

ONLY
“coded”

(researcher has
access to the code,

        Europe)

Terminology: « anonymisation »



Council of Europe 2006

 Unlinked anonymised (irréversiblement
anonymisé )

 Linked anonymised (réversiblement
anonymisé )

 Coded

Non identifiable

 Identifiable



Identifiable (personal data)

Identifiable (personal) data require higher
degrees of protection and consent for use

Controversy: non identifiable data: in the
case of medical data different possibilities
(opt out, should patients know that their
data will be used in anonymous form?)



Confidentiality and anonymisation:

 most important controversies

a. In which form should data and samples
– be stored ?
– be used by researchers ?

b. Who decides which degree of anonymisation is
adequate/sufficient?

c. How many characteristics must be stripped to obtain
true irreversible or reversible anonymisation?

d. Standards for technical questions of security:
firewalls, data in computers without access to any
network ?



Confidentiality and anonymisation:
The most important controversies

Controversy:
How to assure anonymisation (linked
or unlinked) that is
appropriate/sufficient to guarantee that
a person/patient is not identifiable?



A person can be
 Directly identifiable (name, address, social

security number)

 Indirectly identifiable, e.g. through a
combination of rare characteristics (rare tumour,
rare profession: according to the size of the sample
population, two or three characteristics could define
a person: “the university professor in Bern suffering
from glioblastoma).

Confidentiality and anonymisation



Confidentiality and anonymisation

Medical privacy (HIPAA) legislation USA:

– Is the method for obtaining anonymisation
efficient/sufficient?

Rule: A person with appropriate knowledge and
experience in statistics and scientific methodology
determines that the risk of identification is
“minimal” and provides documentation on the
methods how he/she arrived at this conclusion.
(Kulynych and Korn N Engl J Med 2002 Oct 10 p. 1133-
1134).



Personal data

 RECOMMENDATION No. R (97) OF
THE COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS
TO MEMBER STATES ON THE
PROTECTION OF MEDICAL DATA

“- the expression ‘personal data’ covers any information
relating to an identified or identifiable individual. An
individual shall not be regarded as "identifiable" if
identification requires an unreasonable amount of time
and manpower. In cases where the individual is not
identifiable, the data are referred to as anonymous;”



Personal data

 DIRECTIVE 95/46/EC OF THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 24 October 1995
on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data

 NOT “unreasonable amount of time and manpower”
 “ 'personal data' shall mean any information relating to an

identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an
identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification
number or to one or more factors specific to his physical,
physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity”;



@neurIST

What is Anonymisation and Pseudonymisation?

Anonymisation and Pseudonymisation are vital concepts to
protect both a user’s and a subject’s privacy. They fall in the
category of so-called Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET)
and are applied in various application domains including for
example communication and e-health. Unfortunately, a lot of
different definitions of these terms exist including those
describing different degrees of anonymisation or
pseudonymisation…



@neurIST

What is Anonymisation and Pseudonymisation?

…Different definitions of the terms anonymisation and
pseudonymisation lead to ambiguous interpretations and
makes it difficult to have a common understanding.

That’s why we in @neurIST developed our own illustration in
accordance with the content of the mentioned standards and
initiatives...





Anonymisation of x-ray images



Hot topics:
- definition of adequate anonymisation

(EC working group)



Article 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY
WP 136: European Commission 20 Juin 2007

Anonymous data
“Anonymous data" in the sense of the Directive can
be defined as any information relating to a natural
person where the person cannot be identified,
whether by the data controller or by any other
person, taking account of all the means likely reasonably to
be used either by the controller or by any other person to
identify that individual.”



Article 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY
WP 136: Commission européenne. 20 Juin 2007

“Anonymised data” would therefore be anonymous data that
previously referred to an identifiable person, but where that
identification is no longer possible. […]
Again, the assessment of whether the data allow identification
of an individual, and whether the information can be
considered as anonymous or not depends on the
circumstances, and a case-by-case analysis should be carried
out with particular reference to the extent that the means are
likely reasonably to be used for identification […].
This is particularly relevant in the case of statistical
information, where despite the fact that the information may
be presented as aggregated data, the original sample is not
sufficiently large and other pieces of information may enable
the identification of individuals.”
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/workinggroup/wpdocs/2007_en.htm



Article 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY
WP 136: Commission européenne. 20 Juin 2007

“In other areas of research or of the same project, re-
identification of the data subject may have been excluded
in the design of protocols and procedure, for instance
because there is no therapeutical aspects involved.

For technical or other reasons, there may still be a way to
find out to what persons correspond what clinical data,
but the identification is not supposed or expected to take
place under any circumstance, and appropriate technical
measures (e.g. cryptographic, irreversible hashing) have
been put in place to prevent that from happening…



Article 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY
WP 136: Commission européenne. 20 Juin 2007

…In this case, even if identification of certain data subjects
may take place despite all those protocols and measures
(due to unforeseeable circumstances such as accidental
matching of qualities of the data subject that reveal
his/her identity), the information processed by the original
controller may not be considered to relate to identified or
identifiable individuals taking account of all the means likely
reasonably to be used by the controller or by any other person.”



Article 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY
WP 136: Commission européenne. 20 Juin 2007

Pseudonomisation in the DATA PROTECTION
WORKING PARTY text is used in a similar way
as “coded”,  not necessarily strictly “reversibly
anonymised” (where users/researchers do not have
access to the code).
“Pseudonymisation can be done in a retraceable way by
using correspondence lists for identities and their
pseudonyms or by using two-way cryptography alorythms
for pseudonymisation. Disguising identities can also be
done in a way that no reidentification is possible, e.g. by
one-way cryptography, which creates in general
anonymised data.”



Confidentiality and anonymisation

d. Technical questions of security:
     passwords, firewalls, data in computers
     without access to any network.

–  Standards need to be defined
–  Informatics department of institutions  should

be contacted when establishing a bank (used
for research) to assure maximum local
standards available.



Article 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY
WP 136: Commission européenne. 20 Juin 2007

 “The effectiveness of the pseudonymisation procedure depends
on a number of factors (at which stage it is used, how secure it
is against reverse tracing, the size of the population in which the
individual is concealed, the ability to link individual transactions
or records to the same person, etc.).

 Pseudonyms should be random and unpredictable. The number
of pseudonyms possible should be so large that the same
pseudonym is never randomly selected twice. If a high level of
security is required, the set of potential pseudonyms must be at
least equal to the range of values of secure cryptographic hash
functions.”



 How many codes ? 

 Independent third party ?

 Is simple coding sufficient ?

Genetic databases: anonymisation



Double coding and independent third party

researchers group 1

researchers group 2

researchers group 3

Genetic
database

treating
physician

treating
physician

  Independent third party
in control of the link (identification)

Code 1Code 1

Code 1Code 1

Code 2

Code 2
linked anonymised  linked anonymised



Confidentiality/anonymisation

 Facilitate access to genetic databanks
 for researchers:

Genetic databanks should be put in the
« public domain » (Internet etc.)



Confidentiality and anonymity

Specifying 
DNA 

sequence 
at only 
30 to 80

statistically 
independent 

SNP 
positions 

will uniquely 
define a 

single person



Conclusions



General conclusions

What would be necessary for a European
research infrastructure including medical
data?

– When developing of software/middleware and other
technological means, one should bare in mind the
growing importance of transfer/use etc. of medical and
other sensitive information.

– Systems should be made compatible and suitable for the
use/transfer etc. of medical or other sensitive information



General conclusions

– It is evident that the lack of consensus concerning
anonymisation terminology and technology interferes with the
efficiency of research.

– In order to maximize the benefit of genetic and other medical
databases, it is important to put in place a well defined
framework of information transfer and PET technology.

– The framework/technology should be as global as possible in
order to facilitate international collaboration.

– The risks of identification must be explored and defined.



General conclusions

– Technologies must be described qualitatively and
quantitatively in terms of the degree of data protection.

– Make sure adequate patient consent has been obtained for
projects involving data.

– In countries with relatively low legal standards and
requirements, informed consent and high level protection
should still be used in order to ensure international
compatibility and the possibility to exchange data and to be
“trustworthy” for other countries with stricter requirements.
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